TEFAF MAASTRICHT ANNOUNCES THE MOST
INTERNATIONAL AND DIVERSE EXHIBITOR LINE UP TO DATE

TEFAF Maastricht 2019. Image courtesy of Mark Niedermann.

(21 NOVEMBER 2019) TEFAF will welcome 280 exhibitors and 5 TEFAF Showcase
participants to its flagship Fair TEFAF Maastricht in 2020. Following a small optimisation
of the floor plan, the organisation is able to accept more dealers overall to participate in
the Fair, which has contributed to a more international and diverse exhibitor line up. Of
the 280 exhibitors 25 are new, and between all participants, institutional and private
collectors will have an unrivalled opportunity to view and buy art from 7,000 years of art
history. TEFAF Maastricht 2020 takes place from 7 – 15 March 2020 (Early Access day on
5 March, Preview Day on 6 March) at the MECC (Maastricht Exhibition and Congress
Centre), Maastricht, The Netherlands.
TEFAF Maastricht provides a commercial platform for the international art community,
celebrating the expertise and diversity within the art market and creating an essential meeting
place for collectors and professionals. Whilst already a must-visit Fair for private and
institutional collectors, TEFAF wanted to provide as much space as possible within the Fair for
exhibitors. It has achieved this re-purposing the locations of the TEFAF Loan Exhibition
(previously in TEFAF Paper) and Restaurant Verdi to create further space for exhibitor
stands. In addition, following a major re-calibration in 2019, TEFAF Modern continues to attract
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a number of the world’s leading dealers in modern and contemporary art, while TEFAF Design
and TEFAF Tribal continue to be mixed together following a successful trial last year.
Collectively these updates help ensure TEFAF Maastricht remains a must-visit Fair for
collectors and connoisseurs from around the world.
The new exhibitors, some of which come from TEFAF Showcase 2019 are spread across all
eight sections (TEFAF Ancient Art, TEFAF Antiques, TEFAF Design, TEFAF La Haute
Joaillerie, TEFAF Modern, TEFAF Paintings, TEFAF Paper and TEFAF Tribal), and come
from 12 different countries.
The new exhibitors for 2020 are:

TEFAF ANCIENT ART
•

TEFAF SHOWCASE 2019 - ArtAncient (UK) – antiquities.

TEFAF ANTIQUES
•

Galerie Jean-Christophe Charbonnier (France) – Japanese arms and armour.

•

Bernard Descheemaeker – Works of Art (Belgium) - Medieval and renaissance
sculpture, works of art, drawings and paintings.

•

Hazlitt (UK) - Old Master Paintings and drawings, including Italian and Dutch schools.
British paintings and drawings.

•

Elfriede Langeloh (Germany) - Porcelain and Faience of the 18th Century.

•

Stuart Lochhead Sculpture (UK) – European sculpture from the late Medieval period
up to early 20th-century.

•

TEFAF SHOWCASE 2019 - Mathieu Néouze (France) – paintings, drawings and
sculpture from 1880 to 1920.

TEFAF DESIGN
•

Carpenters Workshop Gallery (UK) – Modern and contemporary design.

•

Galerie Chastel-Maréchal (France) - 20th century decorative arts.

•

Friedman Benda (USA) – Contemporary design.

•

Galerie Jacques Lacoste (France) – 20th– and 21st- century decorative arts.

•

Galerie Lefebvre (France) – French Art Deco furniture, painting, sculpture and
photography.

•

Galerie Maria Wettergren (France) – contemporary Scandinavian design and art by
Nordic designers, artists and architects.
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TEFAF LA HAUTE JOAILLERIE
•

BHAGAT (India) – Contemporary jewellery.

TEFAF MODERN
•

Galleria Continua (Italy) – Modern and contemporary art from 1930 to present day.

•

Lisson Gallery (UK) – European paintings, drawings and sculpture from 1870
onwards; American paintings from 1870 onwards; modern and contemporary art.

•

Mignoni (USA) - Modern and contemporary art.

•

Yares Art (USA) – Abstract Expressionism and colour field painting.

TEFAF PAINTINGS
•

Gallery 19C (USA) – 19th century works of art.

•

Nicolás Cortés (Spain) – Spanish and Italian paintings from the 15th- to 19th century.

•

Galeria Terrades (France) – Italian, Spanish, and French art from 16th- to early 20thcentury.

•

Wildenstein & Co (USA) – Works of art from 17th century to present day.

TEFAF PAPER
•

Enrico Ceci Cornici Antiche (Italy) – Antique frames from 15th to 20th century.

•

Omer Tiroche Gallery (UK) – Modern, post-war and contemporary works of art.

TEFAF TRIBAL
•

Yann Ferrandin (France) – Tribal Arts from Africa, Oceania, South-East Asia and
North America

The full exhibitor list for TEFAF Maastricht 2020 is available via the TEFAF website and as an
attachment.

TEFAF SHOWCASE – SUPPORTING THE NEXT GENERATION OF
DEALERS
Providing a platform for the next generation of dealers is an important part of TEFAF’s ongoing
support for the global art community. TEFAF Maastricht supports young and innovative dealers
who are recently established through its initiative TEFAF Showcase, which gives eligible
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galleries the opportunity to participate in TEFAF Maastricht for one year, to gain experience of
being part of an international fine art event.
TEFAF Showcase, established in 2008, introduces visitors to the Fair to some of the most
interesting emerging galleries from around the world. So far, over 65 galleries have
participated, with many dealers moving on to become fully fledged exhibitors at the Fair.

TEFAF SHOWCASE 2020 GALLERIES ARE
•

Caretto & Occhinegro (Italy)
Flemish, Dutch and German Paintings from 15th- to 17th-century.
www.carettoeocchinegro.com

•

Galerie Fabienne Fiacre (France)
19th- and 20th-century paintings, drawings and sculptures.

•

Plektron Fine Art (Switzerland)
Ancient art.
www.plektronfinearts.com

•

Runjeet Singh (UK)
Arms & armour from Asia, especially India, Himalaya and China.
www.runjeetsingh.com

•

TAFETA (UK)
20th-century and contemporary African art.
www.tafeta.com

-ENDSGo to www.tefaf.com/press for press releases and high-resolution images

TEFAF
TEFAF is a not-for-profit foundation that champions expertise and diversity in the global art
community, evidenced in the exhibitors selected for its three Fairs, which take place annually in
Maastricht and New York. TEFAF acts as an expert guide for both private and institutional
collectors, which inspires lovers and buyers of art everywhere.
The 33rd edition of TEFAF Maastricht will be held in the MECC Maastricht from 7 – 15 March
2020 (Early Access Day 5 March, Preview Day 6 March).
The 4th edition of TEFAF New York Spring will be held in the Park Avenue Armory from 8 – 12
May 2020 (Early Access Day 7 May).
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ART, MORE THAN AN ASSET
TEFAF shares its view of art as more than an asset with its principal sponsor, AXA XL Art &
Lifestyle. Their partnership provides art collectors with unique expertise covering the full range
of risk prevention, conservation, recovery and restoration, to enable them to maintain their
collections in the best possible condition. www.axa-art.com

PRESS CONTACTS
CHINA
Monique Knapen, monique@chinaconnector.nl, +31 6 192 382 65
Jessy van de Klundert, jessy@chinaconnector.nl, +31 6 119 187 34
FRANCE/MONACO/SWITZERLAND
Gaëlle de Bernède, gaelledebernede@gmail.com, +33 17 54 34 680
GERMANY
Britta Fischer, bfpr@brittafischer-pr.com, +49 61 13 00 877
ITALY
Roberta Barbaro, gestione3@studioesseci.net, +39 04 96 63 499
LATIN AMERICA
Graciela Prosperi, graciela@argentinaculturalservices.nl, +31 6 52 60 0055
THE NETHERLANDS/BELGIUM/LUXEMBOURG
JP Verhagen, jp.verhagen@tefaf.com, +31 6 42567225
SPAIN
Sonsoles Lumbreras, lumbre.comunicacion@gmail.com, + 34 6 1710 6776
UK/SCANDINAVIA
Annie McGrath, annie@goldensquared.com, +44 20 7439 2822
USA
Magda Grigorian, mg@sharpthink.com, +1 212 8290002
Austin Durling, ad@sharpthink.com, +1 212 8290002
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PRINCIPAL SPONSOR TEFAF MAASTRICHT

TEFAF

TEFAF New York

Barbara Strozzilaan 201

1 Rockefeller Plaza,

1083 HN Amsterdam

11th Floor,

The Netherlands

New York, NY 10020,

+31 20 303 6400

USA
+1 646 202 1390

Please visit www.tefaf.com
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